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University-based Community Design Centers have seen a resurgence in recent decades, and current inequities and social movements have given greater urgency to questions of who can access design and how. This paper outlines lessons learned over 12 years in the Albert and Tina Small Center for Collaborative Design’s approach to educating citizen-architects, rethinking design processes, and executing projects with a deep commitment to engagement, place and design excellence. We use the design process as a powerful coalition building tool, a way to challenge traditional power dynamics, and are able to prove the value of design excellence in our city and shift conventions around who architects serve, what they work on, and why design matters. What follows are a few strategies for creating a thoughtful project selection process, building trust and capacity within project teams, and rethinking the education of designers towards more collaborative and inclusive processes.

INTRODUCTION
In this social and political moment in time, the United States is teaming with very public contradictions, factions, passions, and old ghosts that are causing people to take to the streets. Scientists, Feminists, Black Lives Matter supporters, racists, fringe groups, and others have exercised their first amendment rights to protest in public space. Increasingly in the classroom our design students have been turning to us educators to understand the current unrest and the place of architecture, and architects, within this context. What role has design played in creating and perpetuating an unjust society? What can we do to shape a better future?, how can Architects be a better citizens?, and how can we work towards a more equitable society as individuals in this overwhelmingly large and complex system?

While these questions feel fresh and pressing in 2017, there was a similar urgency in the work of the first wave of community design centers in the 1960’s. Then community design centers were launched at a time of social upheaval in civil rights efforts, the anti-Vietnam war movement, the rise of women’s liberation and as a way to counter a crisis in professional competence. The second wave of community design centers and programs started in the 1990’s and since the year 2000 the ACSA reports a steep increase in the number of community design centers in North America, from just under 70 to “over 200 active organizations, covering ever-expanding geographic, disciplinary, and strategic territories”.

Today Public Interest Design (PID) is the term used by many contemporary community design centers and allied practitioners to describe their work. Working at the intersection of design and social justice these firms and non-profits see their work as expanding practice instead of setting up alternatives to practice. Many of today’s PID practices trace their ideological roots to the community design work of the 60’s and 70’s which was described by Mary C. Comerio in a 1984 article:

“Community design is based on a recognition that professional technical knowledge is often inadequate in the resolution of societal problems, and it represents the addition of a moral and political content to professional practice. In particular, it grew from the belief that all citizens had a right to be represented in decisions about the environment, and that planning would benefit from the maximum public input.”

Traditional Architectural practices rarely have the time and money to address these professional-existential questions or explore different design processes and structures. As a result, Architects most often serve the people and institutions with means, reinforcing the social and economic structures that have shaped the inequities of today, while everyday citizens without means are excluded from the design process and therefore excluded from shaping the built environment.

In creating a design center in 2005, the Tulane School of Architecture merged a desire to harness the creative energies of faculty and students for positive impacts in our city with a budding design/build program inspired by the work of our regional neighbor Rural Studio. Rural Studio provided an enviable mix of hands-on-education, real world outcomes, material innovation, and a commitment to place in a way that questions the role of the Architect and the process of design education. Our university-based design center was officially launched in the post-Katrina city rebuilding context, forcing us to grapple with what Mockbee called the ethical responsibilities of citizen-architects for over 12 years now. And while the moral and political content of design practice and our subversive role as educators contain questions we should have been asking all along, particularly in a city like New Orleans full of inequity and ‘wicked problems’, sometimes it takes a disaster to expose underlying structural inequities and force a collective reflection. This paper outlines those lessons learned in our design center’s approach to educating citizen-architects, rethinking design processes, and executing projects with a deep commitment to engagement, access, place, and design excellence.
As the community design center of the Tulane School of Architecture, the Small Center brings together creative makers and doers, working towards a better city. We advance community-driven ideas through collaboration, design education, and scrappy problem-solving. We use the design process as a powerful coalition building tool creating space for more voices in the design process; and our role in many projects extends beyond architecture to diplomacy, education, and facilitation. Through this process we are also able to prove the value of design excellence in our city and shift conventions (both in perception, and reality) around who architects serve, what they work on, and why design matters. Our work is situated within a broader body of Public Interest Design work that is concerned with bringing design services to traditionally under-served communities and investigating more thoroughly how design can address social, economic, and environmental issues.

Founded in 2005 as the Tulane City Center, in the past 12 years we have completed 98 projects with 82 community partners and over 500 students. Our work has helped local nonprofits and under-served communities leverage millions of dollars to build the capacity and infrastructure needed to support their missions. Embedded in these numbers is a constant effort to perfect our systems of operating, to question our assumptions and processes, and create a better education for our students and project outcomes for our partner organizations. What follows are a few lessons learned and ways we currently operate to craft a thoughtful project selection process, engage stakeholders in the design process, question underlying power dynamics in that process, and rethink the role of designers in shaping our built space.

PROJECT SELECTION

Our primary project intake system is an annual juried Request for Proposals (RFP) that we hold each spring. Through this RFP process we are able to understand the needs, ideas, and opportunities identified by community groups and non-profit organizations, rather than imposing our ideas of what the “community” needs. The application is intentionally brief, a maximum of 3 pages, and designed to encourage entries. Beyond web based outreach we distribute the RFP through posters, fliers, and word of mouth, acknowledging that many in our community lack internet access. We hold an information session outlining the process and our abilities, and we offer applicants assistance in reviewing draft proposals before the submission date.

The process of selection involves convening a jury to discuss what we should be doing and why in the upcoming year and allows us to control our workload for the academic year. Each jury is a combination of community members, past project partners, students, and faculty members who review and rank proposals. A typical cycle sees 20-30 entries and the jury has a long thoughtful conversation before voting on the projects. Our voting matrix includes the perceived NEED for the project (its potential impact on challenging systems and
increasing equity), WANT for the project (does it provide and exciting design and education opportunity for our students?), and ABILITY to create a successful project (both in our ability to execute a project, and our partner’s ability to maintain the built project or advance a visioning project). In addition to grounding our yearly project slate in actual needs of our partners and in our abilities, this RFP process is a first step in building trust with our stakeholders.

PROJECT KICKOFF

[Once a project is selected we have a few preparatory meetings with the partner organization’s staff before design students join the team and the design process begins. These pre-design meetings begin with an initial set of questions that we ask with our partner and answer together:
• What is the primary thing we are trying to do?
• How will we measure this project’s success?
• Who are the stakeholders in this project, and what are the most effective methods of engagement?
• How can we build capacity within our community?
• What are the student learning objectives?
• Are there readings the partner organization would recommend to frame the design investigation?
• How are we educating the public and expanding knowledge about the issues for New Orleans citizens?
• At the project’s conclusion, how will we celebrate?

Answering these questions with our partner organization allows us to set expectations, articulate the project scope and goals, frame the design exercise for the students, and convene a stronger coalition of project advocates and implementers. What results from the process of answering these initial questions is a robust discussion about how to engage, who to engage, nuances of who is represented, who represents, and the history of everyone’s interrelationships.

At each step in the pre-design and design process we are questioning the power dynamics and working to subvert them. At the beginning of each project we hold a ‘teach in’ where representatives of the partner organization teach our design team about the issues they are working on. In doing so our partners are positioned as the experts in their subject who are informing our design students on the substance and nuances of their work. For example, when working with an affordable housing advocacy organization the teach in included a history of Red-lining and discriminatory policies that have contributed to the current housing crisis, information which was surprisingly new for our 4th and 5th year design students.

PROJECT PROPOSITION AND REVISION

As part of a School of Architecture with a commitment to design excellence our design work is rooted in the rigor and iterative process of proposition, revision, and juried reviews. However, we’ve seen clear shortcomings in the typical architecture school design review structure in engaging and collecting feedback from stakeholders. We are constantly revising structures for engagement and design critique that will yield constructive input and the most meaningful design solutions.

Our project stakeholders are typically not designers and many of them withdraw to silence when in a room with vocal design reviewers aiming their critical comments dense with design specific language (archi-speak) at students. In an effort to change the pace, power dynamics, visual legibility and constructive potential of reviews our continual review format experiments have led us to a few conclusions that help structure our community reviews:
> Speak the language of your audience. Plans, Sections, and Elevations are helpful for design and fabrication but are less helpful for non-designers and their understanding of the proposal. Renderings, concept sketches, physical models, and detail mock-ups are more immediately understandable and approachable for non-designers. The same consideration goes into the language used in presenting.

> Where you meet is important. Going to the stakeholders whether that’s in a senior center or a park will make sessions easier to attend, put stakeholders more at ease, and increase the chances of candid conversation.

> Keep moving. Active feedback whether that involves testing mock-ups, sharing physical models, post-it-note feedback, or small team conversations over grilled food are the most effective ways to get stakeholders to open up.

> Ask follow-up questions. Some collaborators, especially kids, can be harsh one word critics. We always coach our students in follow-up questions to understand why a design is considered ‘bad’, ‘cool’ or ‘ugly’. Questions that get people to expand on qualities of space or materials, memories, and desires are the aim.

> Invite others. We use reviews as a chance to build capacity in our partner organization and expand the project’s networks and advocates. Reviews are an opportunity to reach past the staff of our partner organization and include their constituents and stakeholders as well as potential funders and project allies identified in the kickoff question session. This process of broader inclusion builds a network of people invested in the project’s success.

> Design is collaborative, not about a mythical lone hero

Infected by pop-culture icons such as Frank Lloyd Wright or Frank Gehry or by case study assignments involving design greats like Louis Kahn or Le Corbusier, many beginning design students think of Architects as lone artistic geniuses. Design in our center is framed as a process of collaboration, with other designers and technical consultants, as well as with our partner organizations and their constituents. Design is about creative problem solving with others, an idea that is often difficult
for our students to adjust to after 3-4 years of being the sole author of studio based design solutions. This uncomfortable struggle of collaboration involves suppressing ego while expanding listening and communication skills. One of the most challenging aspects of a single outcome oriented studio is working from many design ideas to one solution. The structure of a team based studio is a key part of our pedagogy yet runs counter to the traditional architecture studio experience. The other reality that students come to terms with in working on a community-based project is the limit of design. Often the solution to a problem our partners have cannot be solved by design, or at best design is part of a multi-disciplinary solution. Several of our project teams have included business and law students, strategic planning consultants, farmers, engineers, web designers, artists, and an array of other consultants who together build capacity and position a project for success.

> Design Excellence and Community Engagement are not mutually exclusive

Often in projects involving participatory practices Architecture is perceived as a passive vehicle for community desires where collaboration results in mediocrity. We believe in the value of design excellence, and are proving that design innovation and robust engagement can combine to produce outcomes which are useful, beautiful, empowering, and greater than the sum of their parts. Our projects have won a number of local, regional, and national design awards and show that design excellence and community engagement are not mutually exclusive. We believe this success involves focusing design not only on the project, but seeing the process of design and engagement as a design challenge as well.

> Design Locally, Think Globally

We believe in a deep commitment to place. After our city flooded in 2005 a parade of well meaning architects, urban planners, and design students came through town offering charrettes and renderings but few tangible outcomes for those who attended their meetings and gave input. As a result, many New Orleanians grew to distrust outside experts and became weary of giving their time to such exercises. To gain the trust of our partners we have to understand the nuances of place and personalities, produce visible outcomes even if it’s just a community notice board, and we have to be there to receive the call to fix a roof that is leaking, attend a pho fundraiser, or be part of a neighborhood celebration. That is not to say a designer can’t work beyond their own community, but we have found the greatest success in working locally and using those local projects as a chance to explore more global ideas and solutions and share that research with peer organizations and practitioners in other communities.

CONCLUSION

All citizens are impacted by our built environment and should be empowered to participate in the decisions that shape it. The under-served communities we work with have been historically excluded from these conversations yet hold important knowledge of the assets, opportunities, and local histories that bolster the effectiveness of a project. The work of university-based public interest design centers like ours offer new ideas on how to rethink design education, the design process, and broaden that process to include more voices and create more equitable and positive impacts for communities. While this work is happening primarily in university settings there are more career tracks and opportunities in participatory design being pioneered by practices and non-profits such as BC Workshop, Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP), GO Collaborative, and Studio O.

Engaged design processes involves a great deal of energy, commitment to collaboration, and communication to execute well. In our city we have seen these projects give Architecture more relevance as a profession and in aggregation we believe these projects and processes can lead to more just and equitable communities.
This is our response to a lingering issue in some ‘community design’ projects is
the SEED network (https://seednetwork.org) has set up a framework for
evaluating the Social, Economic, and Environmental, impact of Design work
which they argue it is important to have involvement and dialogue amongst
stakeholders. (Comerio, "Community Design").

Some of these lessons we are re-learning. CDC’s in the 1970’s are talking about
the same lessons then: “Community designers came to realize that at the local
level, where they have a stake in the same issues as the groups they serve,
they could really be effective. They were better able to understand the politics,
the problems, and the inherent contradictions in what they did, and, at the
same time, they could continue to stand up for the values and ideals that had
shaped community design over the past twenty years.” (Comerio, “Community
Design”)
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